Welcome to ICMU2006, London

This is the 3rd of a successful series of conferences that aim to serve as a specialized conference on a broad range of research topics centred on mobile computing and ubiquitous networking. ICMU strives to provide a place for researchers and practitioners from the globe to meet together to exchange latest research ideas and outcomes on ubiquitous networks and mobile computing. ICMU2006 is to be held in London, UK, one of the most accessible and attractive cities in the world.
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Keynote Talks

Wednesday, Oct. 11 2006:
“Reconciling Communication Networks, Sensor Networks, and Human Networks: a Social Perspective on Ubiquitous Computing”, by Dr. Ken Wood of Microsoft Research Cambridge, UK

Thursday, Oct. 12, 2006:
“RFID: Towards an IP-based Application”, by Ms. Monique Jeanne Morrow, Cisco Systems, Inc., USA

Friday, Oct. 13, 2006:
“Toward Ubiquitous Wireless Networking: the Evolution of Keitai (Cell Phone) Communication” by Dr. Atsushi Murase of NTT DoCoMo, Japan

Program in Brief

8 Oral Sessions:
(1) Location, (2) QoS, Scheduling, Performance; (3) Ad hoc & sensor networks -1, (4) Ad hoc & sensor networks -2; (5) Security, Privacy; (6) Architecture; (7) Application-1; (8) Application-2

Panel Session, Poster Session

For detailed information about travel and hotel, please refer to the conference webpage:
http://www.icmu.org/icmu2006/